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REPORT





Six schools from six countries took 
part in the project meeting held in 
Pieraius.



INVITATION



Sunday 4th October

We arrived at Greece at 12 a.m.. There was the 
Greek teacher Stella waiting for us  and we all went 
to the Galaxy hotel. After we had been 
accommodated, we went for lunch with Polish 
team. Then we had free time, so our team went to 
the beach. When all the participants had arrived 
we had team building activities. We tried to 
remember names of each members etc.





Monday 5th October

After breakfast all students and teachers went to 
the school.  Headmaster welcomed all of us and 
then teachers showed us round their school. We 
visited many classrooms and specialized 
classrooms.



After the visitation of the school we had IT Lab lesson about Internet 
Safety. The Greek teachers had presentation videos for us about this 

problem. It was really interesting.



When we had finished work, we had 
lunch at school. Teachers and students 
prepared typical Greek meal for us. The 
food was delicious and I think that at this 
moment, we started to love Greek 
cuisine. During lunch we watched 
performance of students. They were 
dancing Greek national dances. At the 
end of the lunch time everybody was 
dancing this dance.



In the afternoon we visited Acropolis museum and Acropolis 
archaeological site. I think that we really enjoyed this trip because 

Acropolis is one of the most famous sights in Greece.



Tuesday 6th October

After breakfast we all went to the 
Utech-Lab of Eugenides Foundation. 
There we learnt the history and the 
making of the animations. Then we 
were introduced to 3D printing and 
how it could have an impact of the 
future.  We used a 3D program to see 
and experience how a a model for a 
3D printing is prepared.







After our visiting the Utech Lab we went 
to explore the historical neighbourhood 
of Plaka, the Roman agora and Thisson.  
All the sights were beautiful. We finished 
the day by having dinner and went back 
to the hotel.



Wednesday 7th October 

After great breakfast all students
had an educational program in
the IT-Lab. After that we went for
a very long walk. We went around
beautiful small port. Then we went
to the restaurant for lunch and little
break.



After lunch we went to the amazing Olympiacos stadium.



We had a V.I.P. tour. We was in Olimpiacos
museum and then in footballers and trainers
rooms. All of these rooms are decorated 
with photos and painting of whole team.
For most of students it was the best 
experience of the week. 



We finished Wednesday with 
visiting Municipal theatre and
Piraeus neighborhoods. When
we were at the museum, we saw 
a group of dancers training ballet.



Thursday 8th October
This day we worked with photoshop. We took our 
photos and were working with them.
Then we had a History lesson trough the internet. We 
really enjoyed it. 
Another lesson was about  creating our own application 
form.
Then we got a lot of presents. The main presents were     
T-shirts with our names in Greek alphabet.



This day we also made interviews 
about our stay in Greece. We had 
lunch in the restaurant. In the 
evening we got our certificates 
and made one big group picture.



Friday 9th October 

On Friday we went on our last trip – to the 
island of Aegina. It was a beautiful sunny 
weather, therefore the cruise was very nice 
experience. We spent the morning 
exploring two sites. First we visited the 
Temple of Aphaia, which resembled a 
smaller version of Parthenon, and then a 
large monastery of St. Nektarios. 



Friday 9th October 

During the travelling by bus we had the 
opportunity to see exotic landscape and 
picturesque small villas and houses 
standing along the road. In the afternoon 
we went for a walk around the town. We 
bought a few souvenirs and also some 
delicious pistachios – a famous local 
speciality. In the evening we returned to 
the hotel and had dinner. We used the 
remaining time to pack luggage and said 
goodbye to the others.



Saturday 10th October 

On Saturday early morning we went by bus to the airport. We 
were a little sad because we had to leave. But even though we 
were looking forward to going home. We flew by plane from 
Athens to Vienna and from Vienna we went by minibus to the 
Czech Republic. There was cold and drizzled in Velke Pavlovice. 
We took a photo of us wearing jackets and trembling in a chill 
wind, so that we could send it to our Greek friends later. In front 
of our grammar school there was the headmaster waiting for us. 
He welcomed us and checked wheather we were all okay or not.


